
SVCE Student Leadership Council (SSLC) 
 

List of Clubs 

 

1. Theatre Club  

The main objective of this club is to present the first ever One Minute Video Contest 

namely 'Laghuchitra'. Students can shoot a video that does not exceed 60 seconds in duration 

based on any topic of their choice. They must make sure that the topic chosen is free from 

any controversies, vulgarity or anything that is disturbing. Once the shooting and editing are 

done, contestants need to upload their video on any of the online video sharing platforms like 

YouTuve/Vimeo/Dailymotion and get a URL. 

2. Animation and Graphics Club 

The main objective of this club is to have students to develop an understanding of 

fundamental techniques used for computer animation. At the end of the term, scholars are 

able to identify the advantages & disadvantages of using simulation, procedural animation, 

motion capture, & hand designed animations, with respect to both online; offline 

applications. They will also be able to implement animation techniques, using common 

software languages and tools. Finally, in addition to an understanding of current practices in 

the computer animation industry, a general objective is for students to better recognize 

current challenges in the process. 

3. Dance Club 

The dance club is open to one and all, irrespective of whether you know to dance or not. 

Many dance events, workshops, etc., are organized by the dance club throughout the year in 

order to ensure that the class is engaged in creative activities. The club focuses on expressing 

emotions and feelings through various dance. 

4. Literary appreciation Club 

The Literary Club aims to develop analytical and creative thinking skills. It offers 

opportunities to appreciate different types of literature and increase their own literary skills. 

The Literary Club aims at not only refining the literary skills of the students but also developing 

in them logic and curiosity to know more and to in still in them a confidence to speak well. It 

is a club made for people who love literature, and want to share their experiences, readings 

and thoughts with others who have the same interest and talent. 

  



Objective 

• To inculcate within its members elite oratory skills, interpersonal skills, 

communication skills needed for personal interviews, group discussions, etc. 

• To help the members explore the depths of literary criticism and analysis as well as 

develop a sense of literary appreciation.  

• To help them groom their personalities so that they feel confident about themselves.  

• To eradicate any fear lingering in one's mind regarding proficiency in any language.  

• To help the members do away with the menace of “Stage Fear” 

5. Photography Club 

The mission of the Photography Club is to provide a supportive environment for interested 

photography students to share their creativity, knowledge and passion for photography. The 

club will hold regular meetings and discussions and organize events such as; photo-walks, 

field trips, and lectures and workshops by visiting artists. Members will also explore the 

possible opportunities for photography projects in collaboration with other campus 

departments, organize peer to peer portfolio reviews and explore the possibilities of 

exhibitions on and off campus. 

 objectives 

• Coverage of various events within the institute & participation in external 

competitions. 

• Create a repository of exclusive pictures shot by the members for Educational & 

Research purpose. 

• The club takes part in multimedia promotions of the Cultural Fest and Technical Fest 

every year. 

• Photographs of maximum events in our college are captured and shared by the club. 

• Conduct frequent inter/intra college photography contests. 

• Make maximum members participate in photography contests conducted by other 

colleges. 

• Share details of photography related newsletters, magazines, contests with the club 

members. 

6. Political and Social awareness Club 

The Political Awareness Club seeks to develop awareness of pertinent issues in politics, 

including international, national, regional, state, and local politics and policies. Through 



lectures, films, panel discussions, informal presentations, debates, and social interaction 

among members, PAC functions as a comprehensive forum that interested students can use 

to further understanding about and dialogue concerning current events. 

7. Arts and crafts Club 

Talent, creativity, productivity and achievement are terms that define the Art and Craft 

Club. The club members experiment with creative artwork by using simple, ordinary 

materials. The objective of this club is to promote and support art enthusiasts, to propagate 

and contribute to special occasion activities. The purpose is to encourage creative expression, 

create artwork around campus, allow students to discover new crafts and bring together a 

group of like-minded people. The club is open for different activities like rangoli, painting, 

drawing, composition, ceramics, collage and architecture. 

Objectives: 

Provide learning experience which develop the student’s aesthetic and artistic skills, 

confidence and practice and art and design appreciation. 

Develop and enhance the student’s ability to appreciate, response, enjoy, value, create and 

communicate through art and design. 

Develop the student’s individuality and self-esteem through artistic achievement. 

Encourage the students to work in collaborated with others. 

8. Music Club 

The Music Club aims to nurture the talent in every member and provide a conducive 

environment for mutual learning. It believes that each individual has something to offer and 

through mentorships, Competitions and events the club strives to polish skills, share 

knowledge and spread musical joy. It offers practice spaces and a wide array of instruments; 

an opportunity for students to come together and discuss music; and a chance to perform 

and showcase their talents at events throughout the year. Meetings are held for each 

instrumental or vocal group. 

 

9. Robotics Club 

A Robotics club is a gathering of students who are interested in learning about and 

working with robots.At robotics competitions, teams of students must design and build a 

robot that can compete against opponents in a series of specific challenges. 



Objectives 

• To inspire young minds to be the driving force in the field of robotics 

• It is an opportunity to apply knowledge creatively, to see how systems interact, both 

with each other and with the environment. 

• To develop professional engineering skills among the students which will help them 

in the professional life. 

10. Coding Club 

In today’s rapidly changing environment, programming skills are essential tools that can 

be utilized and incorporated into various fields and domains. Hence, it becomes absolutely 

essential to equip young minds with such skills. Coding Club aims to establish a coding culture 

on campus, reaching every student passionate about coding. The club’s motto is to Create-

Build-Innovate. 

Objectives 

• Conduct more coding competitions to reach every student on campus 

• Conduct workshops on areas of computer science like web development, application 

development, machine learning, IoT etc. 

• Contribute to open source projects, build websites and applications, provide technical 

support to organizations and various clubs on campus 

• Represent the college at inter-collegiate events ¬ Take part in competitions like ACM-

ICPC, Google Code Jam, Google Summer of Code, and other online coding events 

11. Innovation Club 

The main aim of this Cell is, thus, to create intuition in terms of creative design ideas in 

various fields of engineering in an aesthetic approach.  Innovation Cell will assist students and 

also encourage young talented minds by providing them a perfect platform for showcasing 

their talents, working together as teams and participate in various competitions.  It will also 

serve to provide the students a platform to excel in their specialized area of interest. 

Objectives 

To motivate students to bring out their hidden talents in various disciplines of Engineering. 

• To provide a platform to realize and believe in themselves. 

• To empower students to become young entrepreneurs. 



• To create an innovative environment for the students to discover, develop, deploy 

and express their skills and talents. 

• To encourage students to carry out their hidden talents in various disciplines of 

Engineering. 

12. Sports & Games Club 

Sports and games are an integral part of the curriculum. The college is committed to 

create a balanced atmosphere of academic, cultural and sports activities for the overall 

personality development of the students. The Department of Physical Education is putting the 

best efforts in imbibing knowledge and imparting skills to students and faculty in various 

sports and games, developing them to higher levels of expertise. 

Objectives 

• To encourage students to take part in sports and games in large numbers. 

• To encourage and impart skills in the students across various sports disciplines. 

• Make students to inherit personality development qualities like sportsmanship, 

socially wellbeing, and teamwork. 

• Bring awareness about the Physical as well as mental fitness that sports and games 

offer. 

 



1. Theatre and Movie Club 

 Students can shoot a video or a ‘Laghuchitra' based on a theme or topic of their choice. They must 

make sure that the topic chosen is free from any controversies, vulgarity or anything that is disturbing.  

Skills 

1. Develop skill in oral language and all expressive mechanisms (voice and physicality 

expression). 

2. Develop understanding in psychological, moral, physical and socio-economic analysis of 

character (analytic skills). 

3. Learn the elements of stagecraft and production (crafting skills). 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Mr.Guru Mahesh  Assistant Professor ME 
2 Dr. E. Sreedevi Assistant Professor MCA 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 K.Narasimha Reddy 219E5A0512 SVEC CSE President 

2 Chandu 20BF1A1224 SVCE IT Vice President 

3 Namburi Sai Praneeth 20BF1A04E7 SVCE ECE Secretary 

4 Sravan Muni Kumar 20BF1A04L2 SVCE ECE Joint Secretary 

5 Tamidalapati Mukesh 20BF1A03B7 SVCE MECH Treasurer 

Photograph of Core team along with faculty coordinators: 

 

 



2. Animation and Graphics Club 

A college animation program cultivates learners' raw artistic talent and develops proficiency in the use 

of 2D and 3D computer applications.  

Skills: 

1.  Knowledge of trigonometry  to help move characters around, while algebra and integral calculus 

help to create more defined special effects and scenery. 

2.  Help students develop soft skills, which are crucial when working with team. 

3.  Students can master the use of color, light, and texture. with focus on drawing, illustration, design, 

color theory, and typography to develop sketches and still images brought to life with computer 

applications. 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Mr. K. Harshavardhan Reddy  Assistant Professor ME 
2 Mrs. B. Deepa Assistant Professor ECE 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 Hemanth  20BF1A0393 SVCE Mech  President 

2 Mahendra  20BF1A0345 SVCE Mech Vice President 

3 Bandari Chiranjeevi 20BF1A0207 SVCE EEE Secretary 

4 Chilamandala sai 20BF1A0215 SVCE EEE Joint Secretary 

5 
AllabakashMahammad 
Hayath 20BF1A0504 SVCE CSE Treasurer 

Photograph of Core team along with faculty coordinators: 

 



3. Dance Club 

The dance club is open to one and all, irrespective of whether you know to dance or not. Many dance 

events, workshops, etc., are organized by the dance club throughout the year in order to ensure that 

the class is engaged in creative activities.  

Skills: 

 Teaches Teamwork and Accountability. 

  Increases One's Responsibility. 

 Helps Improve Determination. 

 Lets People Stay Creative. 

 Teaches Flexibility. 

 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Mrs. M. Poornima   Assistant Professor ECE 
2 Mrs. K. V. L. Keerthi  Assistant Professor ECE 
3 Mr. K. B. Vamsi Assistant Professor English 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 Mr.K.surya vardhan 20BF1A04C9 SVCE ECE President 

2 Mr.M.Sai Rohith 20BF1A05B3 SVCE CSE Vice President 

3 Ms.Ch.Nithya tejaswini 209E1A1212 SVEC IT Secretary 

4 Ms.Sailaja silakonda 20BF1A0260 SVCE EEE Joint Secretary 

5  Ms.P.Divya 209E1A05G7 SVEC CSE Treasurer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Literary appreciation Club (English / Telugu) 

The Literary Club aims to develop analytical and creative thinking skills. It offers opportunities 

to appreciate different types of literature and increase their own literary skills. The Literary Club aims 

at not only refining the literary skills of the students but also developing in them logic and curiosity to 

know more and to in still in them a confidence to speak well.  

Skills: 

 To inculcate within its members elite oratory skills, interpersonal skills, communication skills 

needed for personal interviews, group discussions, etc. 

 To help them groom their personalities so that they feel confident about themselves. 

 To eradicate any fear lingering in one's mind regarding proficiency in any language. 

 To help the members do away with the menace of “Stage Fear” 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Dr. M. Kalyan Kumar Associate Professor English 
2 Mr. P. Balaji Assistant Profesor English 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 K. Hemanth Reddy 209E1A04B4 SVEC ECE President 

2 D. V. Rama Thulasi 20BF1A0447 SVCE ECE Vice President 

3 K. Jaya Vardhan 209E1A0588 SVEC CSE Secretary 

4 P.Sri Lakshmi 209E1A3353 SVEC CSM Joint Secretary 

5 S. Kavya 20BF1A04M3 SVCE ECE Treasurer 

Photograph of Core team along with faculty coordinators: 

                  

 

 

 



5. Photography Club 

Photography Club is to provide a supportive environment for interested photography students to 

share their creativity, knowledge and passion for photography. Members will also explore the possible 

opportunities for photography projects in collaboration with other campus departments, organize 

peer to peer portfolio reviews and explore the possibilities of exhibitions on and off campus. 

Skills: 

 Create a repository of exclusive pictures shot by the members for Educational & Research 
purpose. 

 The club takes part in multimedia promotions of the Cultural Fest and Technical Fest every 
year. 

 Photographs of maximum events in our college  
 Share details of photography related newsletters, magazines, contests with the club 

members. 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Ms.Swetha Sri Assistant Professor Maths 
2 Mr.R. NandaKumar Assistant Professor ECE 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 K Pavani  20BF1A0579 SVCE CSE President 

2 C Govardhan 209E1A0534 SVEC CSE Vice President 

3 M Navya Lokesh 20BF1A04D8 SVCE ECE Secretary 

4 K Mohan Kishore Reddy 20BF1A0373 SVCE MECH Joint Secretary 

5 P Ganesh Harsha 209E1A05G0 SVEC CSE Treasurer 

Photograph of Core team along with faculty coordinators: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Political and Social awareness Club 

             The Political Awareness Club seeks to develop awareness of pertinent issues in politics, 

including international, national, regional, state, and local politics and policies. Through lectures, films, 

panel discussions, informal presentations, debates, and social interaction among members, PAC 

functions as a comprehensive forum that interested students can use to further understanding about 

and dialogue concerning current events. 

Skills: 

 Knowledge of current events 

 Interpersonal skills 

 Presentation skills  

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Dr. Subramanyachari  Professor MBA 
2 Dr. K. Sujan Kumar Associate Professor Chem 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 Yagnesh Reddy 20BF1A1218 SVCE IT President 

2 S Gowtham 20BF1A0459 SVCE ECE Vice President 

3 Gadi Thoshna Tarun Reddy 20BF1A0459 SVCE ECE Secretary 

4 Kanta Jeevan Sai 20BF1A0237 SVCE EEE Joint Secretary 

5 Erla Anitha 20BF1A0449 SVCE ECE Treasurer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Arts and crafts Club 

             Talent, creativity, productivity and achievement are terms that define the Art and Craft Club. 

The club members experiment with creative artwork by using simple, ordinary materials. The club is 

open for different activities like rangoli, painting, drawing, composition, ceramics, collage and 

architecture. 

Skills: 

 develop the student’s aesthetic and artistic skills, confidence and practice and art and design 

appreciation. 

 ability to appreciate, response, enjoy, value, create and communicate through art and design. 

 Develop individuality and self-esteem through artistic achievement. 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Ms. G. Anusha Assistant Professor CE 
2 Dr. K. Roja Associate Professor Chem 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 L. Rami reddy 20BF1A0589 SVCE CSE President 

2 B. Prathyusha 20BF1A0420 SVCE ECE Vice President 

3 K. Kavya 20BF1A0492 SVCE ECE Secretary 

4 R. Grahya 209E1A05I5 SVEC CSE Joint Secretary 

5 N. Kaivalya 20BF1A05B5 SVCE CSE Treasurer 

Photograph of Core team along with faculty coordinators: 

 

 

 



8. Music Club (Vocal / Instrumental) 

                The Music Club aims to nurture the talent in every member and provide a conducive 

environment for mutual learning. 

Skills: 

 To polish skills, share knowledge and spread musical joy.  

 To perform and showcase their talents at events throughout the year.  

 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Dr. J. A. Baskar Professor EEE 
2 Ms. Sai Kusuma Assistant Professor ECE 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 G.Krishna Kishore 20BF1A0457 SVCE ECE President 

2 A.Puneeth 20BF1A0203 SVCE EEE Vice President 

3 P Manasa 20BF1A0293 SVCE EEE Secretary 

4 K.Chiranjeevi 20BF1A0239 SVCE EEE Joint Secretary 

5 M.Asrutha 20BF1A0279 SVCE EEE Treasurer 

Photograph of Core team along with faculty coordinators: 

 

 



9. Robotics Club 

Robotics club encourages students who are interested in learning about and working with robots. 
Students can participate in robotics competitions  

Skills:   

 Apply knowledge creatively, to see how systems interact with each other and with the 

environment. 

 To develop professional engineering skills among the students which will help them in the 

professional life. 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Dr. C. Raju Associate Professor ECE 
2 Dr. M. Vamsi krishna Associate Professor ME 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 T. Guru Ragini 209E1A04N1 SVEC ECE President 

2 Niranjan 209E1A0511 SVEC CSE Vice President 

3 Ammapalli Dhronika Reddy 20BF1A0204 SVCE EEE Secretary 

4 Chaitanya 209E1A05C7 SVEC CSE Joint Secretary 

5 Tejasree 20BF1A0208 SVCE EEE Treasurer 

Photograph of Core team along with faculty coordinators: 

 

 

 

 



10. Coding Club 

Programming skills are essential tools that can be utilized and incorporated into various fields and 

domains. Hence, it becomes absolutely essential to equip young minds with such skills. Coding Club 

aims to establish a coding culture on campus, reaching every student passionate about coding. The 

club’s motto is to Create-Build-Innovate. 

Skills:   

 Contribute to open source projects, build websites and applications, provide technical support 

to organizations and various clubs on campus 

 Represent the college at inter-collegiate events  

  Take part in competitions like ACM-ICPC, Google Code Jam, Google Summer of Code, and 

other online coding events 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Mr. T.. Santosh Kumar Assistant Professor CSE 

2 Mrs. R. Roopa Assistant Professor CSM 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 Mr. PrasanthKumar Y 209E1A05P5 SVEC CSE President 

2 
Ms.N.L. Chandana Lakshmi 
Priya 209E1A1232 SVEC IT Vice President 

3 Mr. VenuGopal Reddy 209E1A0272 SVEC EEE Secretary 

4 Mr.G Reddy Prakash 209E1A3320 SVEC CSM Joint Secretary 

5 Mr.G. Lokesh 20BF1A0542 SVCE CSE Treasurer 

Photograph of Core team along with faculty coordinators: 

 

 



11. Innovation Club 

Cub will serve a platform to excel in their specialized area of interest,  Itwill assist students and also 

encourage young talented minds by providing them a perfect platform for showcasing their talents, 

working together as teams and participate in various inter-college technical competitions. 

Skills: 

 To provide a platform to realize and believe in themselves. 

 To empower students to become young entrepreneurs. 

 To create an innovative environment for the students to discover, develop, deploy and 

express their skills and talents. 

 To encourage students to carry out their hidden talents in various disciplines of Engineering. 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Dr. Gauthami Professor MBA 
2 Dr. Kumar K Associate Professor EEE 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 Mr.Sadhu Manoj 209E1A04L0 SVEC ECE President 

2 Ms.C Sai Deekshitha 20BF1A0435 SVCE ECE Vice President 

3 Mr.Dama Pavan 21BF5A3303 SVCE CSM Secretary 

4 Ms.L Harshitha Reddy 20BF1A04B9 SVCE ECE Joint Secretary 

5 Mr.Gundrathi Lokesh 20BF1A0542 SVCE CSE Treasurer 

Photograph of Core team along with faculty coordinators: 

 

 

 



12. Sports & Games Club 

            Sports and games are an integral part of the curriculum. The college is committed to create a 

balanced atmosphere of academic, cultural and sports activities for the overall personality 

development of the students. The club along with PD’s would imbibe knowledge to students in various 

sports and games, developing them to higher levels of expertise. 

Skills:  

 To encourage and impart skills in the students across various sports disciplines. 

 To inherit personality development qualities like sportsmanship, social wellbeing, and 

teamwork. 

 Bring awareness about the Physical as well as mental fitness that sports and games offer. 

Faculty Coordinator(s): 

S.No Name of the Faculty Designation Name of the Department 
1 Mr. N. M. Gireesh Kumar Assistant Professor EEE 
2 Dr. Reddi Mohan Naidu Associate Professor MCA 

Core Team: 

S.No  Name of the Student Roll Number College Branch Position 

1 M.Vamsidhar Reddy 20BF1A0591 SVCE CSE President 

2 P. Sandhya 20BF1A04I6 SVCE ECE Vice President 

3 D. Penchal Reddy 209E1A0445 SVEC ECE Secretary 

4 V. Gunasekhar Reddy 20BF1A02B6 SVCE EEE Joint Secretary 

5 M. Jayaprakash 209E1A04E9 SVEC ECE Treasurer 

 


